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I, Tal Lavian, declare as follows: 

1. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated in this declaration, and 

could and would testify to these facts under oath if called upon to do so. 

I. SCOPE OF OPINION 

2. I have been retained as an independent technical consultant on behalf 

of Juniper Networks, Inc. (“Juniper”) to provide this declaration in connection with 

the inter partes review of claims 4-5 and 15-16 (“the Challenged Claims”) of U.S. 

Patent No. 7,535,895 (“the ’895 patent”).  Specifically, I have been asked to 

consider Brixham Solutions Ltd.’s (“BSL”) Patent Owner’s Response, Paper 

No. 21 (“Response”). 

3. The opinions discussed below are my own.  In formulating these 

opinions, I have reviewed a variety of materials and made use of my own 

personalknowledge.  The materials I have relied on in formulating my opinions are 

identified in this report and/or in the Appendix List that was submitted with my 

February 11, 2014 declaration.  

4. I am being paid $400 per hour in connection with my work in this 

case.  My compensation is not contingent on my reaching any particular findings 

or conclusions, or any outcome of the case. 
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II. BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS 

5. I possess the knowledge, skills, experience, training and the education 

to form an expert opinion and testimony in this case.  A record of my background 

and professional qualifications was set forth in my original declaration in support 

of Juniper’s Petition for Inter Partes Review, which I incorporate by reference as if 

set forth herein.  Ex. 1003, ¶¶ 10-31.  A more detailed record of my professional 

qualifications, including a list of patents and academic and professional 

publications, is set forth in my curriculum vitae attached to my original declaration 

as Appendix 1. 

III. BASIS FOR OPINION 

6. My opinions and views set forth in this declaration are based on my 

education, training, and experience in the relevant field, as well as the materials I 

reviewed in this case, and the scientific knowledge regarding the same subject 

matter that existed prior to the effective filing date of the ’895 patent.  In addition, 

they are informed by the legal principles outlined in my February 12, 2014 

declaration.  Ex. 1003 at ¶¶ 33-51. 

IV. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

7. As I explained in my original declaration, it is my opinion that the 

instituted ground discloses each and every limitation of the Challenged Claims.   
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8. I understand that BSL disputes the disclosure of only a single 

limitation (hereinafter referred to as the “multiprotocol limitation”): 

“wherein at least one processing engine . . . receives data to be 

processed by said at least one processing engine according to a first 

protocol within a layer and data to be processed by said at least one 

processing engine according to a second protocol within said layer 

and said first protocol is different than said second protocol.”   

Ex. 1004 (“Bell”).  I understand that Juniper’s Reply may only respond to 

arguments raised in BSL’s Response (Paper 21).  Accordingly, I only address the 

multiprotocol limitation below.  Failure to repeat the analysis of other elements 

already addressed in the Petition (Paper 1) and not challenged by BSL does not 

mean that I waive any of these arguments.   

9. It is my opinion that Bell discloses and renders obvious the multiple 

protocol limitation in several ways.   

10. For example, Bell discloses and renders obvious a forwarding card 

that may receive and process “paths” of network data according to multiple 

protocols within a layer (e.g., ATM and Frame Relay).  Indeed, Bell teaches that its 

forwarding cards are made with off-the-shelf components, including a plurality of 

off-the-shelf interface chips.  Bell also teaches that the interface chips are available 

from various manufactures in a variety of protocols, including, for example, ATM 
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and Frame Relay.  Bell discloses and renders obvious the use of a forwarding card 

that includes a plurality of interface chips of different protocols—e.g., a 

forwarding card with ATM and Frame relay interface chips.  See Section V.A.1.  

11. As another example, Bell discloses that each forwarding card receives 

and processes “network control information” according to the Ethernet protocol.  

This Ethernet control data is in addition to the paths of network data received by 

each forwarding card.  Thus, even if a forwarding card in Bell were limited to 

receiving and processing paths of network data according to a single protocol (e.g., 

ATM), Bell would still disclose the multiple protocol limitation (e.g., by receiving 

and processing a path of ATM data and Ethernet control data).  See Section V.A.2. 

12. As yet another example, in view of the background knowledge of one 

skilled in the art, it would have been obvious to employ a network processor 

capable of processing multiple protocols on the forwarding cards of Bell.  Multiple 

protocol network processors were well known at the time (and widely used in 

networking devices like Bell).  Network processors were available as off-the-shelf 

components and could process virtually any type of protocol (e.g., ATM and 

Frame Relay).   Moreover, multiprotocol network processors were ideally suited 

for Bell’s forwarding cards and placing one on a forwarding card would involve 

nothing more than simple substitution (the existing chips on Bell’s forwarding 
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cards for the multiprotocol network processor).  The combination would yield a 

forwarding card that could process multiple protocols.  See Section V.B.  

13. Accordingly, Bell in view of the background knowledge of one skilled 

in the art renders obvious the multiple protocol limitation in this manner as well. 

14. To help illustrate the arguments that are detailed below and in 

Juniper’s reply, I have created a set of slides which is attached as Appendix A to 

this declaration. 

V. BELL DISCLOSES AND RENDERS OBVIOUS THE 

MULTIPROTOCOL LIMITATION.  

15. As explained below, it is my opinion that Bell discloses and renders 

obvious the multiple protocol limitation in several ways.   

16. Before jumping into my analysis, I note that BSL has not provided 

any expert testimony supporting its contentions regarding the knowledge and 

abilities of those skilled in the art.  Nor has BSL responded to any of the specific 

facts or arguments I raise in my original declaration.  Accordingly, my opinions 

regarding the knowledge and abilities of those skilled in the art stand unrebutted.   

A. Bell Discloses And Renders Obvious A Forwarding Card Capable 
Of Processing Multiple Protocols. 

17. I understand that BSL does not dispute that a forwarding card that 

receives and processes data according to a first and second protocol within a layer 
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would satisfy the multiprotocol limitation.  Rather, BSL contends (mistakenly, as 

shown below) that Bell does not disclose or render obvious such a forwarding card.   

18. As shown below, Bell discloses and renders obvious a forwarding 

card that can receive and process data according to multiple protocols.   

1. A forwarding card in Bell can receive and process “paths” of 
network data carrying different protocols. 

19. Bell discloses a network switch that receives incoming network data 

containing different protocols on one or more ports of a universal port card.  Bell 

was designed to support sending diffrent protocols in the different streams of OC-

48 SONET. For instance, Bell teaches that in one embodiment, the ports of the 

universal port card receive incoming OC-48 SONET streams that are made up of 

four STS-12c “paths.”1  See, e.g., Bell at 17:63-67 (“[E]ach port 44a-44d is 

                                           

1 An OC-48 SONET stream is made-up of a combination of STS-1, STS-3c and 

STS-12c paths.  Bell at 49:15-31.  Each path is made-up of multiple “time slots”—

wherein a STS-1 path has a single time slot, a STS-3c path has three time slots, and 

an STS-12c path has 12 time slots.  Id.  An OC-48 SONET stream has 48 time 

slots in total.  Thus, for example, an OC-48 SONET stream received at a port of 

the universal port card can be made-up of four STS-12c paths. 
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connected to a SONET optical fiber carrying an OC-48 stream.”).  Bell expressly 

discloses that each of these paths of network data may carry a different protocol:   

“Each external network connection may provide multiple streams or 

paths and each stream or path may include data being transmitted 

according to a different protocol over SONET. . . (e.g., ATM, MPLS, 

IP, Frame Relay).” 

Bell at 53:50-64; see also id. at 18:15-18 (“[E]ach path within a stream may carry 

a data transmitted according to a different protocol.”) (emphasis added); see also 

id. at 49:36-31 (“The same or different protocols may be carried over different 

paths.”) (emphasis added).  Thus, for example, in one embodiment a port on the 

universal port cards can receive an incoming OC-48 SONET stream that contains a 

path of ATM data, a path of Frame Relay data, a path of IP data, and a path of 

MPLS data.  Id.  This is illustrated in slide 12 of Appendix A. 

20. Bell allows a user to direct a particular path of network data to a 

specific payload extractor chip (i.e., “slice”) on a forwarding card.  Bell at 56:40-

44 (“The user may choose which forwarding card to assign to the new path and 

notify the NMS.  The NMS would then fill in the forward card LID in the SET, and 

the PPM would only determine which time slots and slice within the forwarding 

card to assign.”); 50:17-21 (“payload extractor chip represents a ‘slice’”).  One 

skilled in the art would understand that paths of data carrying different protocols 
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can be assigned to payload extractor chips on the same forwarding card.  For 

example, the path of ATM data and the path of Frame Relay data discussed above 

(see ¶ 19), can be directed to payload extractor chips 582a and 582b (respectively) 

on forwarding card 546c.  This is illustrated in slides 13-15 of Appendix A. 

21. Indeed, there is nothing in Bell that precludes paths of data carrying 

different protocols from being assigned to payload extractor chips on the same 

forwarding card.  To the contrary, Bell repeatedly emphasizes that its network 

switch provides “flexibility in data transmission by allowing data to be transmitted 

from any path on any port to any port on any forwarding card.”  Bell at 52:10-18; 

id. at 51:9-12 (“high degree of flexibility in directing the data between any of the 

forwarding cards”); see also id. at 54:51-55 (rejecting “a fixed set of rules” and 

explaining that its network switch seeks to meet “the different needs of different 

users/customers”); id. at 54:57-55:3 (explaining that the switches “provisioning 

policy may be modified while the network device is running to allow the policy to 

be changed according to a user’s changing need or network device system 

requirements”).   

22. Bell discloses multiple parallel routes through a forwarding card.  

Each route includes a number of off-the-shelf components, including an interface 

chip, a bridge chip, a traffic management chip, and a switch fabric chip.  Bell at 
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51:56-52:4 (forwarding card built with off-the-shelf components); id. at Fig. 36B 

(modified and reproduced below to show exemplary routes).  The interface chip is 

protocol specific and therefore dictates the protocol that will be handled by the 

route.   

23. Thus, by including interface chips that process different protocols on 

the same forwarding card, the forwarding card will be able to process multiple 

protocols.  

24. One skilled in the art would understand Bell to disclose forwarding 

cards that can include interface chips which process different protocols.   

25. Indeed, in Figure 36B Bell illustrates an exemplary ingress route 

through a forwarding card (546c) that processes ATM data and includes an ATM 

interface chip.  Bell makes clear that this is just “one example” and that the 

forwarding card can employ other types of interface chips to process other 

protocols: 

“The ingress interface chip will be specific to the protocol of the data 

within the path.  As one example, the data may be formatted in 

accordance with the ATM protocol, and the ingress interface chip is 

an ATM interface chip (e.g., ATM IF 584a).  Other protocols can 

also be implemented including, for example, Internet Protocol (IP), 

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) protocol or Frame Relay.” 

Bell at 50:36-43.   
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26. Thus, for example, one skilled in the art would understand Bell to also 

disclose a second route in the forwarding card (546c) that receives Frame Relay 

data at a payload extractor chip (582b) which is then processed through a Frame 

Relay interface chip (584b), bridge chip (586b), traffic management chip (588b), 

and finally to the switch fabric via a switch fabric chip (589b).   

27. The illustration below is based on Figure 36B and depicts the ATM 

and Frame Relay routes through the forwarding card: 

 

Bell at Fig. 36B (modified to add exemplary Frame Relay route); see also 

Appendix A, Slides 12-15. 

28. In any event, it would have certainly been obvious for one skilled in 

the art to configure the switch of Bell so that a forwarding card processes multiple 

protocols.  For example, it would have been obvious for one skilled in the art to 
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configure the forwarding card as described and illustrated in Paragraphs 20-27, 

such that a single forwarding card includes interface chips that process different 

protocols (e.g., ATM and Frame Relay).  This is illustrated in slide 16 of Appendix 

A. 

29. As previously mentioned, Bell’s forwarding card, including its 

interface chips, are made with off-the-shelf components available from various 

manufacturers.  Bell expressly states that these off-the-shelf components in its 

system can be used to implement “other protocols.”  Bell at 50:36-43.  Thus, a 

person having ordinary skill in the art would have found it a matter of 

straightforward substitution (e.g., one type of interface chip for another) to 

configure a forwarding card to process multiple protocols.  Moreover, substituting 

one type of off-the-shelf chip for another would be well within the capabilities of 

one skilled in the art.  A person having ordinary skill in the art would also 

recognize that this substitution would yield the predictable result of a forwarding 

card that can process multiple protocols.   

30. Indeed, the specifications of these off-the-shelf components were 

published by these manufacturers with ample examples, diagrams and reference 

boards on how to use them. The main job of sales engineers of these manufacturers 

is to show how to use these components and to sell them. One skill in the art would 
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easily design forwarding cards based on these components and their published 

interfaces. This is exactly the job of a person designing these cards. 

31. One skilled in the art would have been motivated to make this simple 

substitution because it would further Bell’s goal of “provid[ing] flexibility in data 

transmission by allowing data to be transmitted from any path on any port to any 

port on any forwarding card.”  Bell at 52:10-18; id. at 51:9-12 (“high degree of 

flexibility in directing the data between any of the forwarding cards”).  The 

substitution would also further Bell’s goal of meeting “the different needs of 

different user/customers.”  Bell at 54:51-55; see also id. at 54:57-55:3 (system 

“allow[s] the policy to be changed according to a user’s changing need or network 

device system requirements”).   

32. Accordingly, it is my opinion that Bell discloses and renders obvious 

a single forwarding card that can process paths of network data carrying different 

protocols (e.g., ATM and Frame Relay).   

2. In addition to the paths of network data, forwarding cards in 
Bell process Ethernet “network control information.”  

33. As just described above, Bell discloses and renders obvious 

forwarding cards that can receive and process paths of network data carrying 

different protocols (e.g., ATM and Frame Relay).  However, even assuming Bell’s 

forwarding cards are restricted to receiving and processing paths of network data 
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carrying only a single protocol (they are not), Bell still discloses the multiple 

protocol limitation in another manner.  

34. For instance, Bell explains that each of the forwarding cards receives 

“network control information” over an “Ethernet control bus.”  Bell at 48:53-56; 

49:39-42.  Each forwarding card can receive and process “network control 

information.”  Id. at 49:41-43.  “[N]etwork control information” is received from 

the “Ethernet control bus” and “process[ed]” by the forwarding card.  Id. at 42-44.  

To receive and then process data from an Ethernet bus, it is necessary to process 

the Ethernet protocol.  This is illustrated in slides 19-21 of Appendix A. 

35. Bell makes clear that this processing of Ethernet “network control 

information” is in addition to processing of the paths of network data (see ¶¶ 19-

32) received by each forwarding card at that same protocol layer.  See, e.g., Bell at 

48:53-56 (establishing that every forwarding card receives and processes Ethernet 

network control information), 49:39-47 (same), 50:31-43 (establishing that every 

forwarding card additionally has an “ingress interface chip” for receiving and 

processing, e.g., “ATM” or “Frame Relay” data). 

36. Accordingly, Bell discloses the multiple protocol limitation in this 

independent manner as well: a single forwarding card that receives and processes 
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(i) paths of network data according to a first protocol (e.g., ATM or Frame Relay), 

and (ii) network control data according to a second protocol (e.g., Ethernet).   

B. It Would Have Been Obvious To Incorporate A Network 
Processor On The Forwarding Cards Of Bell. 

37. It is my opinion that Bell in view of the background knowledge of one 

skilled in the art renders obvious the multiprotocol limitation.  For example, as I 

explained in my original declaration, it would have been obvious for one skilled in 

the art to incorporate a “network processor” that can process multiple protocols on 

the forwarding cards of Bell.  Thus, even if Bell does not anticipate the 

multiprotocol limitation (which it does), it would certainly render it obvious in 

view of the background knowledge of a person having ordinary skill in the art. 

38. The ’895 patent does not invent a new network processor.  There is no 

enabling disclosure for such an invention.  Moreover, by the time of the ’895 

patent, the term “network processor” referred to a well-known type of component. 

39. It was common knowledge to those of skill in the art at the time that 

various manufacturers offered off-the-shelf network processors that could process 

multiple protocols.  Some examples of these manufacturers are Agere Systems, 

Freescale, Motorola, IBM, and Applied Micro Circuits.  Ex. 1003, App. 8 

(Frenzel), Ex. 1003, App. 18 (Husak), Ex. 1003, App. 19 (Shah).  Network 

processors from these manufacturers were capable of handling “virtually any type 
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of traffic” including, e.g., “Frame Relay,” “ATM,” “MPLS,” and “IP.”  Ex. 1003, 

App. 8 (Frenzel) at 1-2; see also Ex. 1003, App. 18 (Husak) (Figure 2, showing 

interface cards coupled to Freescale C-5 DCP chip that processes “Frame Relay,” 

“MPLS,” “ATM,” and “IP”), Ex. 1003, App. 19 (Shah) (“NPUs even have 

programmable peripherals to support multiple protocols,” for example “Motorola 

DCP C-5”), Ex. 1021-2 (identifying nearly 20 network processors).  Slides 26-28 

of Appendix A identify some of these network processors and the protocols they 

process. 

40. It was also common practice to use these off-the-shelf network 

processors within a network switch architecture like Bell.  Bell itself specifically 

notes that the components for its network switch could be obtained from a number 

of vendors who sell off-the-shelf parts.  Moreover, those skilled in the art 

understood that the “target applications” for network processors included a 

network switch like Bell.  See, e.g., Ex. 1003, App. 9 at 2 (“Target applications 

include multiprotocol core and edge switches”); Ex. 1003, App. 18 (Husak) at 2 

(“Universal Switch-Router Line Cards Based on Network Processor”); Ex. 1003, 

App. 8 (Frenzel) at 1 (network switches designed to “meet the needs of those 

designing switches”).  See also Appendix A, Slide 28. 
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41. One skilled in the art would have understood that any one of the many 

available off-the-shelf network processors that process multiple protocols could be 

used on the forwarding cards of Bell, thereby allowing a single forwarding card to 

process multiple protocols.   

42. For example, in my original declaration I provided an example of how 

networks processors from Agere Systems (the “Agere Chip Sets”) could be 

incorporated on the forwarding cards of Bell so as to render obvious the 

multiprotocol limitation.  Agere Chip Sets were well-known at the time of Bell, 

and one of skill in the art would have certainly come across the Agere Chip Sets 

when looking for an off-the-shelf processing engine chip.  Ex. 1003, App. 8 

(Frenzel) at 2 (describing the “three-chip [network processor] solution” from 

Agere Systems, “a major player” in network processing); Ex. 1003, App. 9 (Agere 

Brief) at 1 (describing Agere’s 10G Network Processor Chip Set).  The Agere Chip 

Sets “handle[] virtually any type of traffic” including, e.g., “Frame relay,” “ATM,” 

and “MPLS.”  Ex. 1003, App. 8 (Frenzel) at 1-2; see also Ex. 1003, App. 9 (Agere 

Brief) at 2 (explaining that the Agere Chip Sets support “MPLS, IP . . . , ATM, and 

Frame relay” with “OC48c” physical input).  Thus, by using a network processor 

like the Agere Chip Sets on the forwarding cards of Bell, each forwarding card of 
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Bell would then be capable of handling any of those protocols.  App. 8 (Frenzel) at 

2.  See also Appendix A, Slides 28-31. 

43. Agere and other similar chip sets manufacturers design and market 

these type of chips specifically to work in forwarding cards inside network devices. 

This is the business and this is the reason to design the chips, and sell them to 

companies like Cisco, Juniper and other network communications vendors.   

44. It would have been obvious to use the Agere Chip Sets within the Bell 

forwarding cards because they were ideally suited for use in the forwarding cards 

disclosed by Bell.  For example, like the forwarding cards of Bell, the Agere Chip 

Sets “fits between the framer and the switch fabric.”  Ex. 1003, App. 8 (Frenzel) at 

1; Bell at 50:2 (“framer” on port card “sends data”), 50:15-16 (“forwarding card” 

then “receives SONET frames”), 51:1-3 (forwarding card then “send[s] . . . to 

switch fabric”), Fig. 35, Fig. 36.   See also Appendix A, Slides 29-30. 

45. One skilled in the art would understand that various other off-the-shelf 

network processors would also fit in between the framer and switch fabric, thereby 

also providing an ideal fit.  See, e.g., Ex. 1003, App. 8 (Figure 1: illustrating 

architecture “used in most switches, routers, and other networking equipment,” 

wherein “network processor” is placed between “framer” and “switch fabric”).  

The fact that the network processors like the Agere Chip Sets could have been 
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easily substituted for the similar component disclosed in Bell is further evidence 

that one of ordinary skill would easily recognize these network processors could be 

readily employed within the forwarding cards of Bell.   

46. Indeed, the primary applications of many prior art network processors 

(including, for example, the Agere Chip Sets) were strikingly similar to the 

disclosed architecture of Bell’s forwarding cards.  An example of the Agere Chip 

Sets is shown below:   

Ex. 1003, App. 9 (APP750 Brief) at 1.  In this graphic, the ingress and egress 

“traffic manager (TM10)” chips and ingress and egress “classification engine 

(NP10)” chips are sandwiched between an external “Framer” to left and “Switch 

fabric” to right (which are not part of the Agere Chip Set).  Thus, the Agere Chip 
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Sets are remarkably similar to the structure of the forwarding card disclosed in 

Bell: 

 

Bell at Fig. 36B.  Just like in the Agere Chip Sets example, this figure depicts the 

ingress and egress traffic management (“TM”) chips, ingress and egress protocol 

interface (“IF”) chips, and bridge chips (“BC”) which merely “serve[] as an 

interface” for the traffic management chips—all of which are sandwiched between 

an external framer to the left, and an external switch fabric to the right.  Id. at 

50:54-61 (traffic management chips), 50:36-43 (protocol interface chips), 50:50-53 

(bridge chip), 49:67-50:5 (framer to left), 51:1-3 (switch fabric to right).  See also 

Appendix A, Slides 28-30. 

47. Moreover, implementing a network processor on the forwarding cards 

of Bell would be straightforward and yield predictable results.  For example, it was 
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well within the capability of one skilled in the art to substitute a network processor 

like the Agere Chip Sets onto the forwarding card of Bell in place of the existing 

interface, bridge, and traffic management chips.  Moreover, the Agere Chip Sets 

(as well as many other network processors) were particularly easy to program.  

See, e.g., Ex. 1003, App. 8 (Frenzel) at 1 (“Only six lines of code, for example, are 

needed to implement a simple IPv4 router using the Agere chip set”—as opposed 

to “several hundred lines of code” required by alternative prior art chips); 

Ex. 1003, App. 9 (Agere Brief) at 2 (Multiprotocol customer-programmable 

classification”; “Uses high-level network processor programming languages—

Functional Programming Language (FPL) and Agere Scripting Language (ASL)”; 

(“Programmable packet modification”); see also Ex. 1003, App. 18 at 2 (“Network 

Processor’s Seven Key Attributes . . . A simple programming model”).  As a result, 

any particular functions required by the Bell forwarding card could be readily 

programmed.   

48. Thus, implementing a network processor capable of processing 

multiple protocols (e.g., the Agere Chip Sets) within a forwarding card of Bell 

would have been obvious to one skilled in the art, and the resulting system would 

embody the multiple protocol limitation.  For example, a forwarding card would 
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receive and process at least ATM and Frame Relay data.  Ex. 1003, App. 8 

(Frenzel) at 1. 

49. In addition to the reasons mentioned above, various other rationales 

also support my conclusion that Bell in view of the background knowledge of one 

skilled in the art renders obvious the multiprotocol limitation.  These limitations 

are discussed below and in Slides 32-45 of the Appendix A. 

50. For example, it would have been obvious for Bell’s forwarding cards 

to employ a multiprotocol network processor because the combination would 

merely involve combining prior art elements according to known methods to yield 

predictable results.  As already explained, at the time of Bell there were a number 

of different options in terms of network processors that could be used within a 

broader network architecture to process multiple protocols.  As also explained, it 

would have been straightforward for a person having ordinary skill in the art to 

implement any one of these network processors on the forwarding cards of Bell 

using standard network design techniques.  The combination would lead to the 

predictable result of a forwarding card that can process multiple protocols.  In such 

a combination, the network processor would continue to perform its function of 

receiving and processing data according to multiple protocols, and the rest of the 

combined device would retain its function as a network switch (per Bell).   
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51. As another example, employing a network processor capable of 

processing multiple protocols on the forwarding cards of Bell would have involved 

nothing more than the simple substitution of one known element [e.g., the 

interface, bridge, and traffic management chips] for another [e.g., the Agere Chip 

Sets].  Indeed, as I have already explained, prior art network processors capable of 

processing multiple protocols were ideally suited for use in the forwarding cards 

disclosed by Bell.  Indeed, network switches like Bell were the “target 

applications” for these network processors.  See, e.g., Ex. 1009-2.  It was also well 

within the capabilities of one skilled in the art to substitute the existing off-the-

shelf chips on Bell’s forwarding cards for off-the-shelf network processors like, for 

example, the Agere Chip Sets, as I explained above.  Doing so would yield the 

predictable result of a forwarding card that could process multiple protocols.  The 

network processor would continue to perform its function of receiving and 

processing data according to multiple protocols, and the rest of the combined 

device would retain its function as a network switch (per Bell).   

52. As another example, employing a network processor capable of 

processing multiple protocols on the forwarding cards of Bell would have involved 

nothing more than the use of a known technique to improve similar devices in the 

same way.  By the time of the alleged invention, network processors were widely 
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used to improve devices like Bell (e.g., other switches and routers).  See, e.g., 

Ex. 1003, App. 18 at 2 (“Network Processors Are the New Approach”); Ex. 1003, 

App. 8 (describing various off-the-shelf network processors that could be used to 

“improve[]” network switches like Bell); Ex. 1003, App. 9 (describing Agere’s off 

the-shelf “Network Processor Chip Set” whose “target applications include 

multiprotocol core and edge switches”).  For example, network processors like the 

Agere Chip Sets, were used to provide flexible support for multiprotocol 

processing and to increase the line speeds network switches could handle.  

Ex. 1003, App. 8 at 2 (problem is that an “ASIC is fixed, and it can’t be easily 

changed to support new protocols” and the “network processor was developed to 

solve this problem.”); id. at 1-2 (explaining that “[e]arlier generations of NPs . . . 

were inadequate for line speeds greater than about OC-12,” but current NPs, like 

those from “Agere Systems,” are capable of supporting speeds of, e.g., SONET 

“OC-48” and “OC-192.”).  One skilled in the art could have applied this known 

technique (i.e., the use of a network processor capable of processing multiple 

protocols) to the network switch of Bell to achieve the predictable results of that 

combination (a forwarding card capable of processing multiple protocols).   

53. As another example, employing a network processor capable of 

processing multiple protocols on the forwarding cards of Bell would merely be 
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applying a known technique (i.e., the use of a network processor capable of 

processing multiple protocols) to a known device ready for improvement (i.e., the 

network switch of Bell) to yield predictable results and an improved system (a 

flexible network switch that can efficiently handle any type of protocol).  Ex. 1003, 

App. 18 at pg. 2 (“Network Processor’s Seven Key Attributes”); Ex. 1003, App. 8 

at 1 (“network processor was developed to” allow a designer to easily “support 

new protocols,” or “add new functions”). 

54. As another example, employing a network processor capable of 

processing multiple protocols on the forwarding cards of Bell would also be 

obvious to try.  By the time of the ’895 patent, network switches like that disclosed 

in Bell needed to be able to process various protocols.  There were a finite number 

of ways to go about achieving this goal, each of which was predictable and 

provided a reasonable expectation of success.  For example, a network switch 

could: (1) include a protocol-specific processing engine for each protocol the 

network switch must handle, or (2) include processing engines that could handle 

multiple protocols.  Those of ordinary skill in the art would recognize the viability 

of selecting any of these discrete options.  

55. As another example, work on network processors capable of 

processing multiple protocols would have prompted predictable variations in the 
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field of networking devices (including for the network switch of Bell), based on 

design incentives and other market forces (such as a desire for a network switch 

that can efficiently handle different protocols).  By the time of the ’895 patent, 

efforts to improve network processors so as to allow network switches to 

efficiently handle various different protocols was widespread.  See, e.g., Ex. 1003, 

App. 8 at 1-2 (“Network Processors Evolve To Meet Future Line Speeds); id. 

(problem is that an “ASIC is fixed, and it can’t be easily changed to support new 

protocols” and the “network processor was developed to solve this problem.”); see 

also Ex. 1021-8 (“it seems every month a new network process is announced.  In 

an attempt to alleviate the bandwidth bottleneck, numerous solutions have 

emerged.”).  As previously explained, the implantation of these network processors 

on the forwarding cards of Bell was predictable and well within the ability of those 

of skill in the art.   

56. Bell and the knowledge generally available to one of ordinary skill in 

the art also provide the teachings, suggestions, and motivations to employ a 

network processor capable of processing multiple protocols on the forwarding 

cards of Bell.  By the time of the ’895 patent, network processor technology was 

widely popular and the benefits of employing a network processor in a 

multiprotocol network switch like Bell were well understood.  See, e.g., Ex. 1003, 
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App. 18 at 2 (“Network Processors Are The New Approach,” “Network 

Processor’s Seven Key Attributes”); Ex. 1003, App. 8 1-2 (network processor 

solves the problem of fixed systems that “can’t be easily changed to support new 

protocols”); Ex. 1003, App. 9 at 2; Ex. 1021-7 (“Network Processor (NP), provides 

the right balance of hardware and software”).  Indeed, one skilled in the art would 

be unable to avoid reading about the many benefits of employing a network 

processor in a network switch like Bell in one of many articles and product briefs 

available at the time.  Id.  One skilled in the art would also understand that network 

processors were specifically designed to be used with a network switch like Bell.  

See, e.g., App. 9 at 2 (“target applications include multiprotocol core and edge 

switches”).  Moreover, one skilled in the art would recognize that employing a 

network processor on the forwarding cards of Bell to process multiple protocols 

would further Bell’s stated goals of providing (1) a “high degree of flexibility in 

directing the data between any of the forwarding cards,” and (2) “flexibility for 

future network device changes or the different needs of different user/customers.”  

Bell at 51:9-12; id. at 54:53-55.  Indeed, one of the major advantages of a network 

processor is that it provides “maximum system flexibility” and “complete 

programmability.”  Ex. 1003, App. 18 at 2; see also Ex. 1003, App. 8 at 1-2 

(“Network Processor was developed to” allow designers to easily “support new 
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protocols, add new functions, or be easily revised to handle unexpected changes or 

upgrades."). Thus, one skilled in the art would recognize that a network processor 

would be a natural fit for the network switch of Bell. 

57. In sum, it is my opinion that the multiprotocollimitation is obvious 

because Bell in view of the background knowledge of one skilled in the art renders 

obvious incorporating network processors on the forwarding cards of Bell._ 

VI. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated herein, it is my opinion that the instituted grounds 

disclose and render obvious the multiprotocollimitation. This declaration is based 

on my present assessment of materials and information currently available to me. 

My investigation and assessment may continue, which may include reviewing 

documents and other information that may yet be made available to me. 

Accordingly, I expressly reserve the right to continue my study in connection with 

this case and to expand or modify my opinions and conclusions as my study 

continues. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that 

the foregoing is true and correct. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dated: 

-27-
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’895 Patent

Juniper Networks, Inc. v. Brixham Solutions Ltd., IPR2014‐00431
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The ’895 Patent
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The ’895 Patent

Title: Selectively Switching Data 
Between Link Interfaces And 
Processing Engines In A Network 
Switch

Priority Date: May 29, 2003

Challenged Claims: 5‐6 and 14‐
15
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’895 Patent at Fig. 1; id. at Multiprotocol Limitation.

The ’895 Patent
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FIG. 1 

wherein at least one rocessing engine in said plurality of 
processing engine receives data to be processed by said 
at least one processing engine according to a first roto
col \vi thin a layer and data to be processed by said at least 
one processing engine according to a second rotocol 
witlun said layer and said first rotocol is different than 
said second rotocol. 
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The Instituted Ground (Bell + Sierra) 
Renders the Challenged Claims Obvious
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Bell/Sierra Disclose Claimed Network Switch Architecture

’895 Patent Bell/Sierra 

’895 Patent at Fig. 1; Bell at Fig. 35A.
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Only One Disputed Element

’895 Patent at Multiprotocol Limitation; Bell at Fig. 35A.

Does Bell Disclose Or Render 
Obvious A Forwarding Card 
That Processes Multiple 
Protocols?
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The Board Already Rejected BSL’s Multiprotocol Argument

Paper 15 at 14.
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UNITED 
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SietTa-3 fails to teach or suggest the tnultiprotocol litnitation that requires the 

processing engine to process data according to a fli st protocol and a second 

protocol, where the first and second protocols are different. Prelitn . Resp. 7. 

aEFORJ are not persuadea: l)y this argun1ent. In our clairn constn1ction above, we do not 
JUNIPER NEnVORKS. INC. 

Peririouer 

v. 

BRIXHAM SOLUTIONS LTD. 

Case !PR2014-00431 
Patent 7.535.895 81 
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Bell’s Forwarding Cards Process 
Multiple Protocols
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Forwarding Cards Process “Paths” Of Network Data 
Carrying Different Protocols (e.g., ATM & Frame Relay)

In Addition To The Paths Of Network Data, Forwarding 
Cards Process Ethernet “Network Control Information”

Bell Discloses Or Renders Obvious A Forwarding Card 
That Processes Multiple Protocols

11

22
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Forwarding Cards Process “Paths” Of Network Data 
Carrying Different Protocols (e.g., ATM & Frame Relay)

In Addition To The Paths Of Network Data, Forwarding 
Cards Process Ethernet “Network Control Information”

Bell Discloses Or Renders Obvious A Forwarding Card 
That Processes Multiple Protocols

11

22
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Link Interfaces Receive “Paths” Of 
Network Data Carrying Different Protocols

Bell at 53:50‐56; id. at Fig. 36A. 

ATM
Path

Frame 
Relay
Path

MPLS Path

Frame Relay Path

IP Path
ATM Path

SO
N
ET

IP PathMPLS 
Path
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User May Choose Which Forwarding Card To Assign Paths

Bell at 52:10‐14; id. at 56:40‐45. 
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A Forwarding Card Can Receive ATM Data

Bell at 50:34‐43; id. at Fig. 36B. 

ATM
Path
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The Same Forwarding Card Can Receive 
“Other Protocols” (e.g., Frame Relay)

Bell at 50:34‐43; id. at Fig. 36B (modified to show Frame Relay route). 

ATM
Path

Frame 
Relay
Path
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Bell at Fig. 36B (modified to show Frame Relay route) 

Dr. Lavian: Obvious To Use Different Protocol 
Interface Chips On A Forwarding Card

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-45
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Obvious To Use Different Protocol 
Interface Chips On A Forwarding Card

“When a patent simply arranges old elements with 
each performing the same function it had been 
known to perform and yields no more than one 
would expect from such an arrangement, the 
combination is obvious.”

KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 417 (2007) (internal citations omitted).
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Forwarding Cards Process “Paths” Of Network Data 
Carrying Different Protocols (e.g., ATM & Frame Relay)

In Addition To The Paths Of Network Data, Forwarding 
Cards Process Ethernet “Network Control Information”

Bell Discloses Or Renders Obvious A Forwarding Card 
That Processes Multiple Protocols

11

22
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Each Forwarding Cards Is Connected To An Ethernet Bus

Bell at 48:54‐56; id. at Fig. 35A. 
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Each Forwarding Card Processes
Ethernet “Network Control Information”

Bell at 49:39‐45; id. at Fig. 35A. 
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The Ethernet Data Is In Addition To The 
Network Data The Forwarding Card Processes

Bell at 49:39‐45; id. at Fig. 35A. 
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Bell Renders Obvious The 
Multiprotocol Limitation 

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-51
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Claimed Processing Engine Employs A Network Processor

’895 patent at 21:42‐44; id. at 21:58‐60. 
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Dr. Tal Lavian
UC Berkeley

Dr. Lavian: Obvious To Employ A 
Network Processor In Bell

 Network Processors Were:
 Well‐Known Off‐The‐Shelf Components 
 Could Handle Multiple Protocols
 Ideally Suited For Bell’s Forwarding Cards

 Employing A Network Processor Was Well Within 
The Capabilities Of A PHOSITA

Ex. 1020, ¶¶ 37‐57.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-53
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Dr. Lavian’s Testimony Stands Unrebutted

Any reason why employing a network processor on Bell’s forwarding 
cards would not render obvious the multiprotocol limitation

Any reason why a PHOSITA could not employ a network processor 
on Bell’s forwarding cards

Any alleged difficulties a PHOSITA would have in employing a 
network processor on Bell’s forwarding cards

Any disclosure that teach away from employing a network 
processor on Bell’s forwarding cards

BSL Does Not Identify:

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-54
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Network Processors 
Were Known & Available Off‐The‐Shelf

Ex. 1020, ¶ 39.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-55

C-PORT. 
A Motorola Company 

--------- - -- -- ----____ .. _ __ _......_ '-
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Network Processors Handled Multiple Protocols

Ex. 1003, App. 18 at 2.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-56

Figure 2 Universal Switch-Router Line Cards Based on Network 
Processor 

Jt 
OC-48 --

OC-.192 ~ 

H 
Single Line 
Architecture 

Multiple Daughter 
Interface Cards 

DS3 
DSt 

GbE 
!Q/100 

Multiple 
Line 
Interfaces 

Vast Range 
of Solutions 

This type o~ multi protocol solution offers important 
t ime-to-market competitive advantages, and dramatically 
reduces support costs for both the network vendor and 
service provider. 
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Agere Chip Sets Were Popular 
And Handled Virtually Any Protocol

“Agere Systems is a major player in
NPUs. . . . The chip set handles
virtually any type of traffic—SONET,
POS, Frame Relay, ATM, MPLS—and
runs at OC‐48 speed.”

Ex. 1008‐2.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-57
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Bell Was The Target Application For A Network Processor

Ex. 1009‐2.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-58

Ap[pl i cat irons 
systems 

agere 

t OG Network Processor Chip Set (APP750NP a 

Target applications include multiprotocol core and edge 
switches and router~ mulltiservic~e opttcal core and edge 
device's and! setVice-awa.r~e sw~tches and provisioning 
platforms. 

lntroduetlon 

l'hG Agoro SY$toms PaytoadPJuli 100 NGIW()f1( 
Proces&Of chip 591 provkJes wirwpeed deep. 
poef(ot procosslnc) lor h6gh. porlotmance packet· 
proc;using systems. This aottware--oompatible. 
prooramrnahiO chip SOl conSiSts Of two Chips
the APP750NP clasPICatton G~ (NP10) and 
the APP750TM matfiC manager (TM 10)-aod 
tOUOws 11'10 SU.:t»SSIUI AQOrO System$ 2.5G 
PaybarPMCflipseL 

This 1oG chip sel provides lull camer-ctass 
packot pt«:ossng IUnetiOMIIfY, lneiUdnQ 
c:lan4icotl00. po~~«~g, IIAbstQ, Qu.UW~g. 
scheduling, shaping, butler 1ll81"18Qement and 
podtoVcoll moclllntion. A lhroe-chip 
oonl'igurati~ NP 10 and two TMtOs
provtdes fiAI duplex 10 Cb's packet processing 

hW:IIOn:lllly. An 
egress ctassilica 
P~ykntiPIIJI sol 
smallamoun1 of 
prO'Iide high-perl 
conttlnl~ 

n,. chiP $01 $1.1 

~~~!:.~~~- ~!.~.~~.!!~,.!~~, ........ ~ ................................................................................................ .. 
with a latge amount of headroom ror Mute 
clas&itlcalion needs;, OEMa 1168 1he Agere 
SY$terns hf.lh·lovel Functional Prooratnm~ng 
Language (FPL) 10 specify packel classificajlon 
policle$. ~. policing, iWldPIM'ket 
lfiOdifiCa!Jofl lunction~ aut per10fnlttd 11)' on-ctup 
oompute engine$ !hat are programmed uSing the 
C.&o Agoro Scrt!Cing Language (ASl). 

100 Ntework Proc.ssor Syst•m Diagram 

JUNIPER 
Exhibit 1009-1 
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Bell’s Forwarding Cards Were 
Ideally Suited For A Network Processor

Bell
Forwarding Card 
Fits Between 
Framer And 
Switch Fabric

Bell
Forwarding Card 
Fits Between 
Framer And 
Switch Fabric

Bell
Forwarding Card 
Fits Between 
Framer And 
Switch Fabric

Bell
Forwarding Card 
Fits Between 
Framer And 
Switch Fabric

NP Architecture
Network Processors 
Designed To Fit 
Between Framer 
And Switch Fabric

NP Architecture
Network Processors 
Designed To Fit 
Between Framer 
And Switch Fabric

NP Architecture
Network Processors 
Designed To Fit 
Between Framer
And Switch Fabric

NP Architecture
Network Processors 
Designed To Fit 
Between Framer
And Switch Fabric

Ex. 1020, ¶¶ 44‐46.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-59
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Employing A Network Processor Was Simple Substitution

Agere
Network 
Processor

Ex. 1020, ¶ 42.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-60
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Numerous Exemplary Rationales 
From KSR/MPEP Apply

AA

BB

CC

GG

Combining prior art elements according to known 
methods to yield predictable results

Simple Substitution of One Known Element for 
Another To Obtain Predictable Results

Use of known technique to improve similar devices in 
the same way

Some teaching, suggestion, or motivation in the prior 
art that would have led one of ordinary skill to modify 
the prior art reference or combine prior art reference 
teachings to arrive at the claimed invention

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-61
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Dr. Tal Lavian
UC Berkeley

Combining the elements of Bell’s network switch 
with the element of a multiprotocol network 
processor, according to known methods of network 
design, yields the predictable result of a network 
switch that can efficiently handle any protocol.

Exemplary Rationale A

Combining prior art elements according to known methods to 
yield predictable results

Ex. 1020, ¶ 50.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-62
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Numerous Exemplary Rationales 
From KSR/MPEP Apply

AA

BB

CC

GG

Combining prior art elements according to known 
methods to yield predictable results

Simple substitution of one known element for another 
to obtain predictable results

Use of known technique to improve similar devices in 
the same way

Some teaching, suggestion, or motivation in the prior 
art that would have led one of ordinary skill to modify 
the prior art reference or combine prior art reference 
teachings to arrive at the claimed invention

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-63
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Dr. Tal Lavian
UC Berkeley

Simple substitution of Bell’s interface, bridge and 
traffic management chips for a multiprotocol 
network processor to obtain the predictable result of 
a network switch that can efficiently handle any 
protocol.

Exemplary Rationale B

Simple substitution of one known element for another to obtain 
predictable results

Ex. 1020, ¶ 51.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-64
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Numerous Exemplary Rationales 
From KSR/MPEP Apply

AA

BB

CC

GG

Combining prior art elements according to known 
methods to yield predictable results

Simple substitution of one known element for another 
to obtain predictable results

Use of known technique to improve similar devices in 
the same way

Some teaching, suggestion, or motivation in the prior 
art that would have led one of ordinary skill to modify 
the prior art reference or combine prior art reference 
teachings to arrive at the claimed invention

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-65
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Dr. Tal Lavian
UC Berkeley

Use of multiprotocol network processors to improve 
handling of multiple protocols in network switches 
like Bell.

Exemplary Rationale C

Use of known techniques to improve similar devices in the same 
way

Ex. 1020, ¶ 52.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-66
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Network Processors Improve 
Handling Of Multiple Protocols

“ASIC is fixed, and it can’t be easily
changed to support new protocols. . .
The network processor was
developed to solve this problem.”

Ex. 1008‐2.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-67
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Numerous Exemplary Rationales 
From KSR/MPEP Apply

AA

BB

CC

GG

Combining prior art elements according to known 
methods to yield predictable results

Simple substitution of one known element for another 
to obtain predictable results

Use of known technique to improve similar devices in 
the same way

Some teaching, suggestion, or motivation in the prior 
art that would have led one of ordinary skill to modify 
the prior art reference or combine prior art reference 
teachings to arrive at the claimed invention

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-68
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Dr. Tal Lavian
UC Berkeley

 Network Processor furthers Bell’s express goals 
of:
 Providing “flexibility for future network 

device changes” and “different needs of 
different users/customers.”

 Allowing data to be directed “between any of 
the forwarding cards”

Exemplary Rationale G

Teachings, suggestions, or motivations in Bell and the knowledge 
generally available to a PHOSITA that would have led a PHOSITA to 

modify Bell to arrive at the claimed invention

Ex. 1020, ¶¶ 55‐56.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-69
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Dr. Tal Lavian
UC Berkeley

 Network Processor provides numerous benefits 
for multiprotocol switches, including:
 Flexibility and performance
 Ability to add new protocols and functions 

that suit different customers needs
Multiprotocol switches like Bell are the “target 

application” for network processors

Ex. 1020, ¶¶ 55‐56.

Exemplary Rationale G

Teachings, suggestions, or motivations in Bell and the knowledge 
generally available to a PHOSITA that would have led a PHOSITA to 

modify Bell to arrive at the claimed invention

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-70
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Bell’s Goal: Increased System Flexibility

Bell at 52:10‐14; id. at 54:50‐55. 

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-71
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Network Processors Provide Maximum System Flexibility

Ex. 1003, App. 18 at 2.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-72
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C·PORT. 
A Motorola Company 

By: David Husa.t 

C.Port Fou.nduud 
Chief TtduUc•l Officer 

White 
Paper 

Table 1 Network Processo(s Seven Key Attributes! 

Freesca le Semiconductor, 
Attribut·e Benefit 

Network Processor 
A Definition and C 

A g10wi'xj class of communications silicon, the 
le'VOivtionize how ne1WOrking vendors archil: 
Networt Proc:esson deliver dramatic im 
and systen"l cap.1bilities. This p.aper examh>s 
comparison to od1er networking silicon off. 

The design of networking products has undefg 
function*y flloul and vOONcea networb 
packet~ netWOrlOng. netWOft•ng devlc~ 
with a combinatiOI'I d general purpose CPUs. d 
Specific Sund.:nd Products), induding interf 
softwar~sed natureoftMse devkes w~ 
and the additional functionality ~equi1ed by 
these designs were larqe, complex, and comp.1 
earty networks {generally comprised of a few! 
slow (S6kbps) widNrN ~nks). 

Over time, as networl interface speeds and dE 
g~al-purpose processors fel short of what 
dewklp simt:~~. fixed-function devkes (such J 
built with ASKs (Appliution Sp@d'IIC lntfe)rat 
progr.1mmabilityofsoftwar~designsfcr 

technobgy progr~ {and wndors investl!d 
teams}, more and more fuoct~CX\Mty WM .--c:o· 
enabled 11'1 pirt by protOCOl consoicbtion MM.! 

enterprise networt technok>gy, which reduced 

The rebtiW simplifiution of netWOfk procl.lcts 
'tornmoditize• SOfl'lf networking segments tiY 
Ethernet "'switch-on-,Hhip" products.~ d 
functioNlity within .a Nrrow r.~nge of ilppiu:' 
Etl'lernetiF switching. Howf!Vtf, network Y@OO 

still 1equar@d long Mld nsky internal ASIC dew. 

Complete programmabilityj 

.A simple programming model 

Maximum system flexibility 

Massirve processing power 

High functiona I integration 

Open programming interfaces 

Third-party support 

Supports universal networking 
applications 

Leads to taster time-to-market 

Enables longer time-in-market 1111 

Provides scalable performance 

Lowers total system costs 

Delivers higher availabiUty 

Encourages continuous innovation in 
the industry 

Today's Network System Develo·--·----~~~~~ .. ------------------------------------1r's th<t drwat( srupd" 
Vlnl:(«f.SiriofVPfOI'~Afchilecnn¥ocl ltdWiolcqyMCIWon:K.on\¥od~~INinWf'T'Ief' 
ComS«~Januiry l999 

Today, the COOVfl9HQ of pubic voice ind dm networks is~ up the ~e of 
<hinge .n the comR'K.r'IK:itions Wlduslly. Thts IS leading to inc1eiSed time·tCHTiirket 
pressure ind !>honer product lffecycles - just when product deYelopment cycles are 
growing due to complex ASIC Msigns and .ssociated software re-designs. 

Although IP is enwr9Jng as the dominant protocol, ~defined IP upabilitees, such as 
Quality eX Service (Oo$) and Mlltiprotocol ~bel Switching (MPlS}, require~ to 
continually support new appliutions..ln addition. the number of different interface types, 

For Mor~~~~~'::!.!,~;!.!~:11!.:~uct, JUNIPER Exhibit 1003 
App. 18. pg. t 
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“ASIC is fixed, and it can’t be easily
changed to support new protocols. . .
The network processor was
developed to solve this problem.”

Ex. 1008‐2.

Network Processors Provide Maximum System Flexibility

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-73
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Bell Was The Target Application For A Network Processor

Ex. 1009‐2.

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-74

Ap[pl i cat irons 
systems 

agere 

t OG Network Processor Chip Set (APP750NP a 

Target applications include multiprotocol core and edge 
switches and router~ mulltiservic~e opttcal core and edge 
device's and! setVice-awa.r~e sw~tches and provisioning 
platforms. 

lntroduetlon 

l'hG Agoro SY$toms PaytoadPJuli 100 NGIW()f1( 
Proces&Of chip 591 provkJes wirwpeed deep. 
poef(ot procosslnc) lor h6gh. porlotmance packet· 
proc;using systems. This aottware--oompatible. 
prooramrnahiO chip SOl conSiSts Of two Chips
the APP750NP clasPICatton G~ (NP10) and 
the APP750TM matfiC manager (TM 10)-aod 
tOUOws 11'10 SU.:t»SSIUI AQOrO System$ 2.5G 
PaybarPMCflipseL 

This 1oG chip sel provides lull camer-ctass 
packot pt«:ossng IUnetiOMIIfY, lneiUdnQ 
c:lan4icotl00. po~~«~g, IIAbstQ, Qu.UW~g. 
scheduling, shaping, butler 1ll81"18Qement and 
podtoVcoll moclllntion. A lhroe-chip 
oonl'igurati~ NP 10 and two TMtOs
provtdes fiAI duplex 10 Cb's packet processing 

hW:IIOn:lllly. An 
egress ctassilica 
P~ykntiPIIJI sol 
smallamoun1 of 
prO'Iide high-perl 
conttlnl~ 

n,. chiP $01 $1.1 

~~~!:.~~~- ~!.~.~~.!!~,.!~~, ........ ~ ................................................................................................ .. 
with a latge amount of headroom ror Mute 
clas&itlcalion needs;, OEMa 1168 1he Agere 
SY$terns hf.lh·lovel Functional Prooratnm~ng 
Language (FPL) 10 specify packel classificajlon 
policle$. ~. policing, iWldPIM'ket 
lfiOdifiCa!Jofl lunction~ aut per10fnlttd 11)' on-ctup 
oompute engine$ !hat are programmed uSing the 
C.&o Agoro Scrt!Cing Language (ASl). 

100 Ntework Proc.ssor Syst•m Diagram 

JUNIPER 
Exhibit 1009-1 
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’895 Patent

Juniper Networks, Inc. v. Brixham Solutions Ltd., IPR2014‐00431

Juniper v Brixham IPR2014-00431 Juniper Ex 1020-75




